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Abstract 
Rough set theory has a significant importance in many fields. For 
example, some branches of artificial intelligence, such as 
inductive reasoning, automatic classification, pattern recognition, 
learning algorithms, classification theory, cluster analysis, 
measurement theory and taxonomy. Also, in the domains of 
Medicine, Pharmacology, Banking, Market research and 
Engineering the rough set theory has demonstrated its usefulness. 
The main aim of this paper is to describe some topological 
properties of rough sets and open the door about more accurate 
topological measures of data mining. 
Keywords: Rough Sets; Topological Spaces; Rough 
Approximations; Data Reduction; Data Mining; Rule Extraction. 
 

1.Introduction  

Rough set theory, proposed in [18-23], is a good 
mathematical tool for data representation. Its methodology 
is concerned with the classification and analysis of missing 
attribute values, uncertain or incomplete information 
systems and knowledge, and it is considered one of the 
first non-statistical approaches in data analysis [7,10,12]. 
The fundamental concept behind it is lower and upper 
approximations  of a set, the approximation of sets being 
the formal tool of knowledge discovery and data mining 
[24, 25,30-33]. 
The subset generated by lower approximations is 
characterized by certain objects that will definitely form 
part of an interest subset, whereas the upper approximation 
is characterized by  uncertain  objects that will possibly 
form part of an interest subset. Every subset defined 
through upper and lower approximation is known as rough 
set. If we considered a topological space instead of 
approximation space we will generate topological rough 
sets using many topological notions such as pre-open 
sets[1,26-29,42].  
Over the years rough sets have become a valuable tool in 
the resolution of various problems, such as: representation 
of missing (uncertain) or imprecise knowledge; knowledge 
analysis; identification and evaluation of date dependency; 
reasoning based an uncertain and reduct of information 
data [2-6,8,9,11]. 

The extent of rough sets applications used today are much 
wider than in the past, principally in the areas of data 
mining, medicine, analysis of database attributes and 
process control. The subject of this paper is to present the 
topological properties of rough sets [43-45]. 
The key to the present paper is provided by the exact 
mathematical formulation of the concept of approximate 
(rough) equality of sets in a given approximation space.  
An approximation space is understood as a pair (U, R), 
where U is a certain set called universe, and UUR 
is an indiscernibility relation. In the basic construction of 
the theory, R is assumed to be an equivalence relation. 
The aim of this paper is to describe some topological 
properties of rough sets, introduced in [18] and 
investigated in [18-23]. 
Moreover, we give further study on Pawlak rough sets and 
introduce new examples and proofs to simplify some 
rough set theory concepts.  
This paper is structured  as follows: 
In Section 2, we study the notion of rough sets in an 
approximation space and investigate some of its 
properties. The notion of topological rough sets and its 
relation with Pawlak rough sets are discussed in Section 3. 
The main goal of Section 4 is to spotlights on the notion of 
a topological rough classes and investigates some of its 
properties. Pre-topological rough sets is one of the 
topological generalizations of topological rough sets and it 
is the details of Section 5.  Section 6 studied the relative 
topological rough classes. The conclusion work appears in 
Section 7. 
2. Basics of Pawlak rough sets  
The following illustrations about rough sets can be found 
in [18-23, 34-41]. 
Definition 2.1  Let A U, R  be an approximation space. 
The equivalence classes U/R of the relation equivalence 
relation  will be called elementary sets (atoms) in . 
Definition 2.2  Let A U, R  be an approximation space. 
Every finite union of elementary sets in  will be called a 
composed set in . The family of all composed sets in  
will be denoted by com A . The family com A   in the 
approximation space A U, R  is a topology on the set .  
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Definition 2.3 Let A U, R  be an approximation space; 
and let  be a certain subset of . The least composed set 
in  containing  will be called the best upper 

approximation of  in , and is denoted by )( XR . The 

greatest composed set in  contained in  will be called 
the best lower approximation of  in , and is denoted by 

)( XR . 

Definition 2.4 Let  is a subset of an approximation space 

A U, R . The set )()()( XRXRXBnd   is 

called the boundary of  in . The sets 

)()( XRXXEdg   and 

XXRXEdg  )()(  are referred to as an internal 

and external edges of  in , respectively. 
For a subset  of an approximation space A U, R , we 

have )()()( XEdgXEdgXBnd  . 

 Since the approximation space A U, R , 
defines uniquely the topological space 

))(,( AcomUR  , and com A  is the family of all 

open sets in τR , and RU /  is a basis for τR, then τR  is a 
quasi-discrete topology on , and com A  is both the set 

of all open and closed sets in τR. Thus , )( XR and 

)( XR  can be interpreted as the interior and the closure 

of the set  in the topological space τR, respectively. 
Definition 2.5 Let A U, R  be an approximation space, 
and let  be a subset of . The set  is called rough in  if 

and only if )()( XRXR  , otherwise,  is an exact set 

in . 
Example 2.1 Let },,,{ dcbaU   and 

)},(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,{( ddccbbaccaaaR  be an 

equivalence relation on , then A U, R  is an 
approximation space. The set of atoms of  is 

}}{},{},,{{\ dbcaRU  , for },{ daX   we have 

}{)( dXR  and },,{)( dcaXR  , i.e.,  

)()( XRXR    in ,  then    is a rough set in 

A U, R . 
 Some properties of the approximations are given 
in the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.1 Let A U, R  be an approximation space, 
and let  and  be subsets of , then we have:  

(i) )()( XRXXR  . 

(ii) UURUR  )()( ,    )()( RR . 

(iii) )())(())(( XRXRRXRR  . 

(iv) )())(())(( XRXRRXRR  . 

(v) )()()( YRXRYXR   . 

(vi) )()()( YRXRYXR   . 

(vii)  )()()( YRXRYXR   . 

(viii) )()()( YRXRYXR   . 

(ix) )()()( YRXRYXR   

(x) )()()( YRXRYXR   

3.  Topological rough sets and its properties 

 The main purpose of this section is to point out 
that the concept of rough sets have a purely topological 
nature [26-29,42]. At the same time a more general notion 
of a topological rough set will be considered, which has an 
independent  interest,  since its construction depends on a 
different approach than that due to Pawlak in [18]. 

Definition 3.1 Let ),( U  be a topological space. The 

topology   defines the equivalence relation R  on the 

power set P U  given by the condition: 

 RYX ),(   Iff  )int()int( YX   and 

)()( YclXcl  . 

Definition 3.2 Let ),( U  be a topological space, and , 

 be subsets of . The class )(URO  of subsets of  is 

called a topological rough class if for every  and  in 

)(URO , we have  )int()int( YX     and 

 )()( YclXcl  . 

Example 3.1 Let },,{ cbaU   with the topology 

}},},{,{,{ baaU  , then the equivalence classes of the 

equivalence relation R  are  

 }},{},{}},,{},{{,}},{},{{/)( baccbbcaaRUP  .  

Then each element in RUP /)(  is a topological rough 

set. 
Example 3.2 Let  be an equivalence relation on a set ; 
let   be the set of all subsets  of , such that  if Xx   

and  Ryx ),(    then   Xy . 

then  is a quasi-discrete  topology on  , and topological 

rough sets in the topological space ),( U  are the same as 

Pawlak rough sets in the approximation space A U, R . 
Example 3.3 Let },,,,{ edcbaU   with the 

equivalence relation   
)},(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,{( eeddccabbabbaaR  . 

Then the equivalence classes of  are 

}}{},{},{},,{{\ edcbaRU  . Then the quasi-

discrete topology generated by the equivalence relation  
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is  
},,,{},,,{},,,{},,{,

},{},,{},,{},{},{},{,,{

ebadbacbaed

ecdcbaedcUR  
  

}},,,{},,,,{},,,,{},,,{ dcbaecbaedbaedc . 

 Extending Pawlak's terminology and according to 
Example 3.3, we have: 

(i)Any subset  of  and RX   is a rough set, for 

instance, the subset },{ caX   such that 

}{)int( cX   and },,{)( cbaXcl  . 

(ii)The element  in the rough set },{ caX  surely 

belongs to a, c  since },int{ cac , but the element  

possibly belongs to a, c  for },{ cacla . 

Lemma 3.1   For any topology   on a set , and for all 

x, y in , the condition })({yclx  and })({xcly
implies })({})({ yclxcl  . 

Lemma 3.2  If   is a quasi-discrete topology on a set , 

then })({xcly implies })({yclx  for all 

Uyx , . 

Proposition 3.1  If   is a quasi-discrete topology on a set 

, then the family }:})({{ Uxxcl   is a partition of . 

Proof: Suppose that }:})({{ UxxclC  , then 

(i) Since })({xclx  for all Ux , then 

Uxcl
Ux




})({ . 

(ii) For any Uyx , , either })({})({ yclxcl   

or })({})({ yclxcl  , such that if 

})({})({ yclxcl   then there is an element 

Uz   such that })({xclz  and })({yclz , then 

by Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, we have })({zclx  

and })({zcly , and we have 

})({})({})({ yclxclzcl  , hence 

})({})({ yclxcl   or })({})({ yclxcl   for 

every yx  , hence  is a partition of the set . 

Proposition 3.2 For every quasi-discrete topology   on a 
set , there is an equivalence relation  on , such that a 

subset  of  is open in ),( U  if and only if  Xx ,  

Ryx ),( , then  Xy . 

Proof: The relation  defined by UyxyxR  ,:),{(   

and })}({ yclx  is an equivalence relation satisfies the 

condition of the proposition. 
Theorem 3.1 Pawlak rough sets are exactly the same as 
rough sets in a quasi-discrete topology. 
Proof: Follows from Proposition 3.2. 

 In the following we give an example to illustrate 
the above theorem. 

Example 3.4  Let },,,{ dcbaU  with the equivalence 

relation 

)},(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,{( ddccaccabbaaR  . Then 

),( RUA is an approximation space, and 

}}{},{},,{{/ dbcaRU  is the class of elementary 

sets of  in . And for UX  , such that },{ cbX  , 

we have  }{)( bXR   and },,{)( cbaXR  , i.e. the 

subset  is a Pawlak rough set in the approximation space 

),( RUA . Now the topology on  generated by , 

which has U/R as a base is given by: 

}},,{,

},,{},,{},,{},{},{,,{

dca

cbadbcadbUR 
. Then 

for the same subset },{ cbX  , we have 

}{)int( bX   and, },,{)( cbaXcl   i.e. a rough set 

in the topological space ),( RU  . Hence Pawlak rough 

sets are the same as rough sets for a quasi-discrete 

topology  R . 

 In the classical papers of Pawlak [18-23] , he 
mentioned the term rough set in two places with different 
meaning. 

1-The subset  of the approximation space ),( RUA  

is called a rough set if    )()( XRXR  . 

2-If ),( RUA  is an approximation space, then the 

relation  defined by YX   iff )()( YRXR   and 

)()( YRXR   is an equivalence relation on the power 

set P U . An equivalence class of /)(UP  is called  a 

rough set [18]. 
 Wiweger in [29] followed Pawlak and used the 
same terminology. We see that it is useful to avoid 
confusion between the two concepts by replacing the term 
topological  rough set  by topological rough class and the 
rough set defined in [18] by Pawlak rough class. 
Accordingly, Pawlak rough classes are exactly the same as 
topological rough classes and Pawlak rough sets are 
exactly the same as rough sets for a quasi-discrete 
topology. 
4. An alternative description of topological 
rough classes 
Definition  4.1  Let ),( U  be a topological space. The 

rough pair in ),( U is a pair ),( NM , where  and  

are subsets of , satisfying the following four conditions 
(1)  is an open set i.e., . 
(2)  is a closed set i.e., . 
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(3) M N . 
(4) The set N cl M  contains a subset  that satisfies the 

conditions )int(Z  and )()( ZclMclN  . 

Proposition  4.1 For any subset  of a topological space 

),( U , the pair ))(),(int( XclX  is a rough pair in 

),( U . 

Proof : Let  )int( XM   and )( XclN  , then 

M τ and N τC. NM  , Such that 

)()int( XclXX  . Define the subset 

)( MclXZ  , Since NXclX  )( , then 

)()( MclNMclX   i.e. )( MclNZ  . 

For )int(Z , suppose that )int(Z , then there 

exist an open set   such that 

)( MclXZG   i.e. G X  and )( MclG 
, i.e. XG   and MG  , i.e. XG   and 

)int( XG , and this contradiction, then must  

)int(Z . Finally, for )()( ZclMclN  let 

)( MclNa  then Na  and )( Mcla . If 

Xa ,  then Za  . Hence )( Zcla . If a X  

and )( XclNa   and )( Mcla , let  be an open 

set containing , i.e. Ga  , but )( Xcla , then by 

definition of XGXcl ),( , but 

 cMclGMclGa )()(  which is an open set 

containing , then   XMclG c
 )(  hence 

   )( MclXG . Hence ZG  and 

)( Zcla .  Consequently )()( ZclMclN  . 

Proposition 4.2  For any rough pair ),( NM in the 

topological space ),( U , there is a subset  of , such 

that )int( XM   and )( XclN  . 

Proof : Let ),( NM be a rough pair and let  be a subset 

of , satisfies that  )int(Z , )( MclNZ  and 

 )()( ZclMclN  . Define  ZMX  , 

then: 

For )int(XM  , we prove that )int( XM  and 

MX )int( . For )int(XM ,  since ZMX  , 

then XM  , hence )int()int( XM  but 

)int(MM  , hence )int( XM  . For 

MX )int(  let )int( Xa , hence a X  i.e. 

ZMa  and we have three cases: 

(I) Ma  or (II) Za   or  (III)  ZMa   : We 
prove now that these three cases are two only by proving 

that ZM  . To this end suppose that ZM  . 

Then there is an element  such that Mx  and 
x Z . But )(MclNZ  . Then Nx  and 

)(Mclx  i.e. Mx , i.e. Mx  and Mx , and this 

contradiction. Hence ZM  . Now ZMX  , 

then ZXM  and MXZ  . Now if (I) Ma
holds then MX )int( , and if (II) Za   holds, then 

MXa   i.e. Xa  and Ma , hence ZXa   

i.e., Xa , hence )int( Xa , i.e. if Ma  we 

have )int( Xa and this proves that MX )int( .  

(2) For )( XclN  . Since  ZMX  , then 

)()( ZMclXcl    i.e.

)()()( ZclMclXcl  , but NM   i.e.

)()( NclMcl  , hence  

)()()( ZclNclXcl   i.e. 

)()( ZNclXcl  , but NZ   such that 

)( MclNZ  , then  NNclXcl  )()( . 

On the other hand,    
)](()([)( MclNMclclNclN    

))(())(( MclNclMclcl  

))(()( MclNclMcl   . 

But  )()( ZclMclN  , then  

)())(( ZclMclNcl  . Consequently  

)()()()( XclZMclZclMclN    . 

Example 4.1 Let },,,,{ edcbaU   with the topology 

}},,,{},,,{},,,{},,,{

},,{},,{},,{},,{},{},{},{,,{

ecbaebaecbeca

eacaebececaU  
. 

Then for the subset },{ edX   we have 

}{)int( eX  and },,{)( edbXcl  , then 

}),,{},({))(),(int( edbeXclX   is a rough pair  in 

),( U . 

Example 4.2  Let  },,,{ dcbaU   with the topology 

}},,{

},,,{},,{},,{},{},{,,{

dbc

dbadbcacaU  
.Then 

the pairs }),,{},({ dbaa and }),,{},({ dbcc  are 

rough pairs in ),( U , but the pair }),{},({ cac is not a 

rough pair in ),( U . 
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Theorem 4.1   For any topological space  ),( U , the pair 

M, N  is a rough pair iff there exists a subset  of  such 
that M  int X  and N  cl X . 
Proof: The proof is given from Propositions 4.1 and 4.2. 
 The subset , corresponding to the rough pair 

))(),(int( XclX is not unique in the topological space 

),( U , as illustrated in the following example. 

Example 4.3 Let },,,{ dcbaU   with the topology  

}},,{

},,,{},,{},,{},{},{,,{

dcb

dbadbcacaU  
. For the 

rough pair }),,{},({ dbaa  there are two subsets 

},{ baX  and },{ daY  such that 

)int()int( YX    and  )()( YclXcl  . 

Definition 4.2 Let ),( U  be a topological space; and let 

the class )(URO  be a topological rough class in ),( U

. We define the function )(/)(: UPARUPf 

, by ))(),(int(),( XclXYXf  , and 

)(, UROYX  , where RUP /)(  is the set of all 

topological rough classes in ),( U  and )(UPA the set 

of all rough pairs in ),( U . 

 It follows from the above definition that  

),( YXf  does not depend on the choice of   and  in 

the equivalence class )(URO  as illustrated by the 

following example. 

Example 4.4 Let },,{ cbaU   with the topology

}},{},{,,{ baaU    be a topological space. Then 

}},{,

}{}},,{},{{}},,{},{{{/)(

ba

ccbbcaaRUP 
. 

Hence  
)},({}),{},,(int{

}){},(int{}}),{},({{

Uacaclca

aclacaaf




. 

Theorem 4.2 For any topological space ),( U  the 

function ))(),(int()),(( XclXYXf   and 

)(UROX   is a one to one and onto from the set of all  

topological rough classes onto the set of all rough pairs in  

),( U . 

Proof: For the one to one part, let )1,1( YX  and 

)2,2( YX  be two topological rough classes in ),( U , 

and let ))2,2(())1,1(( YXfYXf  . Then 

))(),(int())(),(int( 2211 YclXYclX  . Hence 

)int()int( 21 XX   and )()( 21 YclYcl   then 

RXX ),( 21 , hence 21 ,XX  belong to the same 

element of RUP \)( ,  hence  )2,2()1,1( YXYX  . 

For the onto part, Proposition 4.2 ends the proof. 
5. Pre-topological rough classes 

 In Pawlak approximation space ),( RUA , the 

topological space ))(,( AcomU  is generally a quasi-

discrete space, in which )()(int AclAcl   for any 

UA  . Thus every subset  in Pawlak space is pre-

open. Using another space ),( U , which is not quasi-
discrete, so it is possible to use pre-open concepts since 

)(),( UPUPO  . In this space, for any UA  , we 

have 

)()(.)int(.)int( AclAclpAApA  . This 

implies decomposition for the boundary region 

))int()(( AAcl  , which enlarges the range of a 

membership and consequently helps in applications. 

Definition 5.1 Let ),( U  be a topological space. Then 

we define the equivalence relation   on the set P U , by 

),( YX  if )int()int( YpXp   and 

)()( YclpXclp  . 

Definition 5.2 Let ),( U  be a topological space, the 

class   is called a pre-topological rough class if it 
contains all subsets  and  of , with 

)int()int( YpXp   and )()( YclpXclp 
. 
Example 5.1  Let },,,{ dcbaU  , with topology 










},,{},,{

},,{},,{},{},{},{,,

cbacb

cabacbaU 
  

Then the pre-topological rough classes in ),( U  are 

}},{},{{}},,{},{{

}},,{},{{}},,{},{{{/)(

ddcc

dbbdaaUP


 

 

}},,,{

},,{{}},,,{},,{{}},,,{},,{{

dcb

cbdcacadbaba

}}}},{,,{{ Ucba  
  The set /)(UP  of all pre-

topological rough classes in a topological space ),( U is 

a partition of the set )(UP . 

6.  Relative topological rough classes 
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Definition 6.1 Let ),( U  be a topological space, and for 

UX   let ),( XX   be a subspace of ),( U . The 

topology X on  defines the equivalence relation X
R  

on the power set P X  such that 
X

RXX )2,1(  iff 

)2(int)1(int XX
XX    and  

)(,),()( 2121 XPXXforXclXcl   . 

Definition 6.2 Let ),( U  be a topological space, and let 

),( XX   be a subspace of ),( U , where UX  . The 

collection 
X

RXP /)(  is a partition of P X , and any 

class 
X

RXP /)(  is called a relative topological 

rough class. 

Definition 6.3 Let ),( U  be a quasi-discrete topological 

space, and let ),( XX   be a subspace of ),( U , where 

UX  is an open set in ),( U . If RUP /)(  is the 

collection of all topological rough classes in ),( U , then 

we call the collection 

}/)(][

:]{[]/)([





RUPW

WXRUP XX



 
 the sub-

topological rough classes in ),( U . 

Proposition 6.1 Let ),( U  be a quasi-discrete space, 

),( XX   be a subspace of ),( U , and let  be open in 

),( U . Then  XRUPRXP
X

]/)([/)(   . 

Proof: We can rewrite the above equality as follows: 

}/)(][

:]{[]/)([





RUPW

WXRUP XX



 
. 

Now, let 
X

RXPA /)(][  , then there are subsets 

nAA ,,1   of  such that 

)(int)(int)(int 21 nXXX AAA    , and 

)()()( 21 nXXX AclAclAcl     

but each X -open is also X -closed, such that ),( U  is 

a quasi-discrete space, since  is open  and closed  in 

),( U , then 

XA

XAXA

n 



)int(

)int()int( 21




and 

XAclXAclXAcl n  )()()( 21  i.e., 

there is RUPW /)(][  ,such that 

 XRUPWX ]/)(][    and .][][ XWA   

 The following example study the cases when the 
topology in the above proposition is not a quasi-discrete 
topology, and the subset  of  is open and study the case 
when  is not open. 

Example 6.1 Let ),( U  be a topological space, where 

},,,{ dcbaU   and 

}},,{},,{},{,,{ cbabacU   , let 

UX   such that },,{ dcbX  , then 

}},{},{},{,,{ cbbcXX    and ),( XX   is 

the subspace of ),( U , then the relative topological 

rough classes in ),( U  are: 

   },},{},{}},,{},{{{/)( dccdbbRXP
X


}}},{{}},{{ cbd ,  

But the topological rough classes are:   

RUP /)(

}},,},{,}},{{}},{{,},{}},{{,},{,},{},{{{{ dbabaddccdbdaba
}}},,{{}},,,{},,{},,{{}},,,{{ dcadcbcbcacba . 

Then the sub-topological rough classes in ),( U  are:   

XRUP ]/)([ 

}},},{}},{{}},{{,},{}},{{,},{},{{{{ dbbddccdbdb
}}},{{}},,,{},,{},{{}},,{{ dcdcbcbccb  

We observe that XX RUPRXP ]/)([/)(    where 

  is not a quasi-discrete topology and  X . Also,  we 

observe that XRUP ]/)([   is not a partition of . If 

Y , say },,{ cbaY  , then ),( YY   is a subspace of 

),( U , and in this case the relative topological rough 

classes are : 

}}},{},,{{

}},,{{}},{{}},{},{{{/)(

cbca

bacbaRYP Y 
. 

The sub-topological rough classes are: 

}}},{},,{{}},,{{

}},{{}},{},{{{]/)([

cbcaba

cbaRUP Y 
. 

Then we observe that: YRUPRYP
Y

]/)([/)(   . 

 The following example study the case when the 
topology   is a quasi-discrete and the subset  is open 
and is not open. 

Example 6.2 Let ),( U  be a quasi-discrete space, where 

},,,{ dcbaU   and  
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}},,{

},,,{},,{},,{},{},{,,{

cba

dcbcbdadaU  
, then 

the topological rough classes in ),( U  are 

RUP /)(  

}},,{},,{{}},{{}},{},{{}},{{{ cabadcba  

  
}}},,},{,,{{

}},,}},{{,,}},{{,},{,}},{{,}},{{,{{

dcadba

dcbcbadcdbcbda
. 

Let UX   such that },,{ cbaX  , then 

}},{},{,,{ cbaXX    and  the    sub-topological 

rough classes are: 

}}},{},,{{

}},{},{{}},,{{}},{{{]/)([

caba

cbcbaRUP X 
,   

but the relative topological rough classes are  

}}},{{}},,{

},,{{}},{},{{}},{{{/)(

cbca

bacbaRXP
X


, 

then we have  XRUPRXP
X

]/)([/)(   ,  for   

X . 

If  *X ,  say  },,{* dcaX  , then  ),( ** X   is a 

subspace of  ),( U , such that 

}},{},,{},,{},{},{},{,,{ ** dccadacdaX   , 

then the sub-topological rough classes are: 

}},,{},{{}},,{{}},,{

},{{}},{{}},{{}},{{{]/)([ *

dcddaca

adcaRUP
X


 

}}},,{},,{{}},,{{}},,{{ dcadadcca . 

and the relative topological rough classes are: 

}}},{{}},,{{}},,{{

}},{{}},{{}},{{{/)( *
*

dccada

dcaRXP 
 , 

then we have ** ]/)([/)( *

X
RUPRXP 

 . 

 Let ),( U  be a topological space. If ),( XX   

is a subspace of ),( U , then 

If    is not a quasi-discrete space, and  UX  , then 

XX RUPRXP ]/)([/)(   . 

If   is a quasi-discrete space, and  X , then 

XX RUPRXP ]/)([/)(   . 

But if   is a quasi-discrete space, and X , then 

XX RUPRXP ]/)([/)(   . The class 

XRUP ]/)([   is not a partition of  in general. 

 7. Topological Rough sets with tools for data 
mining 
The great advances in information technology have made 
it possible to store a great quantity of data. In the late 
nineties, the capabilities of both generating and collecting 
data were increased rapidly. Millions of databases have 
been used in business management, government 
administration, scientific and engineering data 
management, as well as many other applications. It can be 
noted that the number of such databases keeps growing 
rapidly because of the availability of powerful database 
systems. This explosive growth in data and databases has 
generated an urgent need for new techniques and tools that 
can intelligently and automatically transform the processed 
data into useful information and knowledge. One of the 
processes used to transform data into knowledge is 
knowledge discovery in database.  
Rough sets and topological rough sets constitute a 
consistency base for data mining; they offers useful tools 
for discovering patterns hidden in data in many aspects. 
Although rough set approach deals with discrete data, 
rough set is commonly used in conjunction with other 
techniques connected to coded on the dataset.  
Data mining technology provides a new thought for 
organizing and managing tremendous data. Topological 
rough sets are one of the important tools for knowledge 
discovery and rule extraction. This tool can used to 
analyze intact data, obtain uncertain knowledge and offer 
an effective tool by reasoning. 
8. Conclusion 
We  conclude that the emergence of topology in the 
construction of some rough set concepts will help to get 
rich results that yields a lot of logical statements which 
discover hidden relations between data and moreover, 
probably help in producing accurate programs. Also, the 
topological rough generalizations of rough sets will help to 
define topological rough measures which can used to 
finding the attribute missing values in information 
systems. 
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